SIGNATURE SERIES

ATLAS FLEX-BLOCK

TM

SALT TABLE

The Atlas Flex-Block™ Salt Table provides an easy-to-use and ultracomfortable system to deliver the healing properties of salt. This nextgeneration salt table is like no other. Our exclusive Himalayan Salt
Flex-Block™ bed allows spa guests to lie directly on a solid surface
of salt. Unlike granular salt beds, the Atlas Salt Table is easily sanitized
with an eco-cleaner before each treatment.
Salt is one of the Earth’s oldest healing elements with recorded
accounts of its therapeutic use dating back to 1600 BC. Your clients
will benefit from the healing power of Himalayan Salt, known to
improve respiratory function, soften skin and provide stress relief.
The Atlas Salt Table can be used for massage and body treatments,
or on its own for relaxation and rejuvenation.
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Convenient cleaning drawer allows you

Professional-grade heater rests beneath
the salt, providing 10 degrees of warmth

Warming drawer keeps towels and heat

to sanitize the table between treatments.

above the room’s ambient temperature.

transferring products warm and ready.

Features that make the Atlas Salt Table revolutionary include:
• Top-grade Himalayan Salt blocks on a flexible surface that is
comfortable, soothing, and elegant
• Manufactured from sustainable material, including natural
salt and bamboo that are ideal for “green” spas
• Motorized height adjustment, making it easy to get on/off
and comfortable for the therapist
• Ergonomically-designed with no walls or sides to climb
over or reach around
• Lightweight, removable padded top converts the Atlas Salt
table to a traditional massage table with face cradle,
making the treatment room available for full-time use
• Convenient warming drawer for products, tools and towels
• Drip tray below Salt Table to protect motors, frame and
floor (easy to remove and clean)

• Storage drawer in addition to warming drawer
• Ideal for in-treatment or stand-alone use
Specifications:
Size: 32” x 82”
Massage Converter Top Size: 33.5” x 83.5”
Height Range: 24.5” to 34.5”
Dual-Pedestal Motor Lift System
UL-Recognized Electronics
Lift Capacity: 500 lbs. / Static 1000 lbs.
Patent Pending
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